
Chapter 87 

Mu Hongxin quickly stepped forward to stop her. 

Jenny frowned slightly. 

“Something?” 

“And you dare to ask me? Say! What exactly did you do to Sia? It has caused her to 

become what she is!” 

The competition, though, was a promise from Yu Jianxiu to help her announce it to the 

public, to wash away her previous humiliation. 

But because of Jing’s current condition, the doctor said he can’t be irritated any further 

or he could be in d@nger. 

Although Jenny Jing didn’t care if she died, but in the end, he didn’t want to take the 

blame for a mu*der, so he could only promise to postpone the time a bit. 

Therefore, until now, Mu Hongxiang did not know the truth. 

Just know that the reason why Clara had become like this was all because of Jenny Jing. 

At the sight of her, she simply hated it. 

Jenny smiled shallowly. 

She looked at Mu Hongsheng like she was looking at a retard. 

“Fedora, you know what? Stupidity of mind is a disease that needs to be cured!” 

Mu Hongxin became furious, “Jenny! How dare you call me s!ck?” 

Jenny shook his head helplessly, “It seems that you really are s!ck.” 



Mu Hongseo was so angry that the girl next to her, seeing the situation, even stepped 

forward to calm her down, “Hongseo, don’t be angry, it’s not worth it to break your 

body.” 

After saying that, he turned to Jenny and said, “Jenny, how can you say that about Red 

Stain? Even if you hate Clara, you can’t take it out on Red Sun. She’s still Rovell’s sister 

no matter what, isn’t that a bit too much to say?” 

Jenny looked at her, not even bothering to speak to her. 

As for the unknown passersby, it’s a waste of breath to talk too much. 

So she didn’t even bother to pay attention to her and just walked past the two of them 

to the bathroom. 

How could Mu Hongxin be angry when she saw that she dared to ignore her? 

One grabbed her by the arm, “Don’t go!” 

In the meantime, Jenny’s body has already reacted before her brain, and she shook off 

Mu Hongyao with a single coincidence. 

Fedora, unaware of this, took two steps back and looked at her in surprise. 

The girl rushed forward and held her in place. 

“Red Stain, are you okay?” 

Only then did Fedora react and shook her head, “I’m fine.” 

Just then, a voice was suddenly heard behind him. 

“What’s wrong? What’s going on?” 

Jenny’s footsteps paced. 

Turning his head, he saw Rovell coming from one end of the corridor. 



When he saw Jenny, his pupils shrank and his gaze was somewhat complicated. 

“Jenny, what are you doing here?” 

Jenny smiled faintly. 

“You own this hotel? Even the fiancée is lying in the hospital and I can’t be there?” 

Rovell choked as she stabbed at him coldly. 

“I didn’t mean it like that.” 

When Mu Hongseo saw him coming, it was as if she had instantly found her heart and 

soul, and immediately went forward to hug him and pamper him, “Brother, you’re just in 

time, she’s bully!ng me!” 

Rovell gave her a look. 

“Forget it! It’s good enough that you don’t bully people, but how can they bully you?” 

Rovell was protecting his shortcomings and still knew his sister well. 

Mu Hongsheng was angry and aggrieved when she heard this. 

“Bro, really, she just pushed me!” 

Rovell looked at the girl next to him. 

That girl smiled in embarrassment, “Miss Jing shouldn’t be doing it on purpose either.” 

This means that it’s an indirect admission that Jenny pushed someone? 

Rao Jenny had already seen their sh@melessness, and still felt that he had refreshed his 

lower limit. 

Rovell frowned and looked at Jenny Jing. 



I was going to question why she was pushing people, but when I touched her cold, gaze, 

I don’t know why, but I held my words back. 

Mu Hongsheng was anxiously urging him, “Brother, make her apologize to me!” 

Rovell Mu paused, and in the end, he still said in a deep voice, “Jenny, our business is 

our business and has nothing to do with Hong Shen, just apologize to her.” 

Jenny was directly p!ssed off. 

She looked at Rovell Mu and sneered, “I know you’re stupid, I didn’t know you were so 

stupid, no wonder Mu Hongsheng and Clara used to link up to fool you in a few words, 

it’s really… low intelligence to be able to.” 

What Rovell disliked most was her high and mighty, mocking and sarcastic look. 

He trailed off, “I’m trying to be nice to you, do you have to be sarcastic to feel 

comfortable?” 

Jenny laughed lightly, “Well said?Have you only listened to their platitudes, to my 

opinion?” 

Rovell said coldly, “I admit that Hong Shen is a bit arrogant and domineering at times, 

and it’s not impossible to lie, but since even Yue Wan said that, then it must be true, we 

won’t bother you if you push someone, but you can’t even admit and apologize!” 

Luna? 

Oh, she said she looked familiar. She was the Guan Yue Wan from the Guan family in 

Kyoto? 

Jenny snickered. 

“You believe her words that much?” 

“She’s my friend, of course I trust her.” 



“Hehe! I used to be your girlfriend, why don’t you believe me half the time?” 

Rovell: “…” 

Jenny’s heart was a little disappointed in the end. 

Although he had already seen the man’s true face, there was after all a six-year 

relationship, and at some point, more or less, he didn’t want to think too badly of the 

other person. 

But it wasn’t until this moment that she realized that some things weren’t in storage just 

because she didn’t want to think about those things. 

The old dream has long been shattered, and no one will care anymore about the 

feelings in the heart of the person who once dreamed it. 

They only cared about the present, because the present was the one he cared about, 

cared about at the moment. 

Jenny smiled coolly, not wanting to get into any more trouble with them, and turned to 

leave. 

Just then, Rovell’s voice sounded behind him again. 

“Wait!” 

Jenny took a deep breath and stopped walking. 

“Anything else?” 

Rovell Mu looked around, looking a little suspicious. 

“Did you come alone today?” 

“Something to do with you?” 

Rovell Mu’s face was slightly pale. 



“I just wanted to kindly remind you that I don’t know how you hooked up with Biden Lu, 

but as far as I know, he already had a marriage contract in Kyoto, so it’s impossible for 

him to actually marry you… Don’t make a fool of yourself for our sake.” 

Jenny was directly angered and laughed at after hearing this. 

She looked back at Rovell, her eyes full of sarcasm. 

“Rovell, where in the world did you get the confidence to think that I would trample 

myself for you?” 

Rovell tightened his eyebrows. 

“Jenny, stop talking tough, I know what kind of person you are, and I would never 

believe that you would fall in love with another man so soon after we broke up. 

I admit that I’m sorry between us, and I’ve paid the compensation that is due, I heard 

that you sold two companies, the money in your hand should be enough to feed and 

clothe you for a long time, you don’t need to find another man in such a hurry…” 

“Enough!” 

Chapter 88 

Jenny Jing’s look was suddenly stern. 

She was genuinely angry and really couldn’t figure out where on earth this man got the 

nerve to say such things to her! 

“Rovell, I think you overestimate yourself, for a man like you, can’t you expect us to 

break up and still be obsessed with you for the rest of your life, how much face do you 

have before you dare to have such delusions?” 

Rovell was sarcastic with her several times and was a little flustered at the moment. 

“Jenny, you don’t understand nice words! Do you know what kind of person Lu Jing-

Shen is? Do you know him? The one who can marry Lu must not be a simple person, 



have you ever thought about what would happen to you if the one who is engaged to 

him finds out?” 

Jenny Jing laughed grudgingly. 

“It’s none of your business whether I know him or not, and I think I know him well 

enough to know what I need to know, even if we haven’t known each other long, or at 

least I know what he’s like, and he’s open and honest, and he’s no match for some villain 

who starts and stops at nothing. 

Also, I’m not really afraid of his original wife coming to the door, don’t ask me why, I 

don’t want to tell you, but I just have the balls to do it, so please put away your 

hypocritical concern!You don’t mind making a show of it, I’m sick of hearing about it. 

We’re all adults, che@ting is che@ting, if you don’t like it, you don’t like it anymore, it’s 

nothing, just don’t cheat while still thinking about your ex-girlfriend under the guise of 

being affectionate, Clara doesn’t feel diaphragm, I’m s!ck of it!” 

After Jenny said that, he didn’t bother to care about their reactions and lifted his steps 

and left. 

Rovell stood in place, his face bruised with anger. 

Mu Hongsheng was even more as if she had seen an alien and stared incredulously at 

the direction Jenny had left, only reacting after a long while. 

“Brother, she actually yelled at you?When did she… when did she become like 

this?Didn’t she used to be quite submissive to you?” 

It’s fine not to mention this, but when I mention this, Rovell Mu gets even more angry. 

God knows why Jenny, who was obviously very docile to him before, would now become 

like this! 

He stabs people when he talks, like a hedgehog, and no one who goes up to him will be 

pleased! 

Could it be that all the tenderness he’d shown him in the past had been an act? 



As expected, he sort of saw the woman’s true face, compared to Clara’s soft and gentle 

temper, she was simply as stinky and hard as a stone in a latrine, and was extremely 

tiresome. 

Rovell Mu was cold and didn’t say anything more, turning around and going straight 

into the box. 

Mu Hongsheng didn’t wait for an answer, not to mention getting even angrier. 

“Sister Yue Wan, do you think my brother still has old feelings for that woman, she 

scolded him so much and he didn’t even react!” 

Off Moon Wrist’s face stiffened. 

For a moment, she managed to smile, “After all, Mr. Mu and Miss Jing have been 

together for a long time, it’s normal for them to still have feelings.” 

Fedora stared in surprise. 

“Sister Yue Wan, even you think so?So she’s not really with my brother, is she?” 

There was a glimmer of loneliness in Guan Yue Wan’s eyes. 

For a moment, barely a smile. 

“It won’t.” 

“Why?” 

“Because… you’d better ask Clara about that!I’m sure she knows better than I do.” 

After Guan Yue Wan finished speaking, it seemed that she didn’t want to continue this 

topic and turned around to enter the box. 

Mu Hongsheng stomped her foot in anger when she saw that none of them, one or two 

of them, would tell the truth to herself. 



Just then, an attendant came from across the street. 

Mu Hongsheng snorted heavily, and when she saw the waiter, her eyes suddenly turned. 

With a nasty smile on his lips, he stepped forward, stopping the waiter who was about 

to enter the opposite booth. 

“You! Come with me for a moment.” 

…….. 

After Jenny went to the bathroom. 

Only to find two missed calls on the phone in the bag. 

She panned away and found it was Biden Lu, presumably she had just turned on mute 

and didn’t hear it. 

So he even tapped the number to call back. 

There were a few beeps from the other side, and after three rings, they were finally 

connected. 

“Hey, you’re back!” 

Lu Jing’s deep low magnetic voice came, “Well, it’s almost downtown, are you done?” 

“Not yet.Aren’t you tired?If you’re tired, why don’t you go home and rest?I’ll just stay 

here and take my own cab back later.” 

The other side was quiet for a moment. 

A moment later, came the man’s cold, steady voice, “No, I’ll pick you up where you are.” 

“Oh, well!Then I’ll send you the address.” 

“Good.” 



Hanging up the phone, Jenny breathed a sigh of relief. 

Lifting his wrist to check the time on his watch, it was almost nine o’clock, and it was 

almost time for this dinner party to end. 

She washed her hands and headed out. 

Back at the box, both Evelin and Yan Sihua are still there, Yan Sihua looks a little drunk 

already and Evelin is pouring him tea. 

“I’m sorry, Director Yan, but I’m back.” 

Yan Sihua looked at her with a smile, “It’s fine, it’s getting late, let’s have one last drink, I 

should go back when I’m done.” 

His words were just what Jenny wanted, and he even raised his glass, “Okay, come, Yan 

Dao, I’ll toast you again.” 

One glass of wine down, Jenny drank it cleanly, only to feel that the wine tasted a little 

strange in his mouth after drinking it. 

She looked at Evelin and asked, “Have we changed the wine?” 

Evelin was a bit confused, “No, it’s still Hennessy, this was just brought in by the waiter, 

no one has touched it.” 

“Oh, that’s okay, maybe I’ve had too much to drink.” 

Jenny didn’t care, after all, she was also a bit up at this time, and it was normal for her 

tastebuds to be off. 

Yan Sihua got up, and only after Jenny personally sent him away did this return to the 

box. 

Looking at the time, it would take at least an hour for Biden Lu to come over from the 

highway, so she sent Evelin away as well and waited in the box by herself. 



The box was large, with tables and a small couch for people to rest on temporarily. 

Jenny sat on the sofa, holding a glass of water and taking a small sip. 

It just didn’t take long before I felt a sudden unstoppable hotness on my body, a 

strange and numbing sensation coming from the lower half of my body and instantly 

hitting all my limbs. 

At first she just thought she’d had too much to drink, so she laid down on the couch 

and prepared to take a break. 

But the more I lay on my body, the hotter I got, the more dizzy I got, and there was a 

weird, pasty, itchy feeling at the little compound. 

Jenny frowned. 

Something’s wrong! 

She’s not a white flower who knows nothing when she first enters society; on the 

contrary, the three years abroad and two years back home have given her a great deal 

of social experience. 

If she didn’t understand what had happened by this time, then those five years had 

simply been wasted! 

Jenny sat up strongly. 

The medicine had worked, and my body was so soft that I couldn’t make any effort at 

all. 

The unbearable heat caused a fine layer of sweat to form on her body, and an attractive 

blush to rise on her clear face. 

She resisted the urge to rise to her feet and stumbled to the door. 

Before we reached the door, however, we heard a voice speaking from outside. 



“She’s in there, you guys serve her right tonight!You guys get your money’s worth. 

Remember to take pictures when you’re done!Got it?” 

“Got it!” 

Chapter 89 

Jenny Jing’s face changed. 

It was Mu Hongxin’s voice. 

Damn it! 

Seeing the sound of footsteps outside getting closer and closer, the next moment 

people were about to rush in, Jenny quickly rushed forward and locked the door with a 

snap. 

Then she quickly pulled out her phone and dialed a number out. 

“Huh? Why can’t you open this door?” 

“How? Let me see.” 

There was a sound of the door lock opening from outside, as it was locked from the 

inside and couldn’t be opened without a key on the outside. 

Mu Hongxin immediately understood. 

“Heh!Looks like that little b*tch knew and thought a door would stop us?It’s simply 

whimsical!” 

She said, pulling out her phone and making a call. 

“Manager Xu, bring me the key to Room 8823, cut the crap! If you breathe another word 

out, you won’t have to work here tomorrow.” 



Jenny listened to the arrogant voices outside, and only then did she suddenly remember 

that this hotel seemed to be owned by the Mu Clan. 

She gritted her teeth under her breath. 

Holy shit! 

Why didn’t you pick any other hotel but the Mo’s? 

In fact, she can’t be blamed, the place was chosen by Manager Liu, and the Mu’s 

business in Visterdem is widely spread, with many properties under it, if not for the 

intention to check, who would know which is the Mu’s company again? 

She could only put her hope on the phone. 

As I dialed the phone, I secretly thought: answer it!Come on! 

Fortunately the man never seemed to let her down, and just as the phone rang four 

times, it was answered immediately. 

“Jenny, what’s wrong?” 

“Biden Lu, help me!” 

The tone on the other side changed, “What happened?” 

“I, I’ve been drugged, it’s the hotel I just sent you to, box 8828, come on!” 

The door suddenly opened as soon as the words left his mouth. 

Immediately afterwards, Jenny only felt a blinding white light coming, she 

subconsciously closed her eyes and raised her hand to block, the headset phone was 

suddenly slapped down by someone. 

“Pop!” 

The phone fell to the floor. 



There were also urgent cries from men inside, “Jenny!Jenny!” 

But in the next second, a foot stepped on the phone and ran over the screen. 

“Jenny! I can’t imagine you, you’re going to fall into my hands after all!” 

Fedora walked in with a smug smile on her face. 

Behind her were four burly bodyguards. 

Jenny tensed and stumbled back two steps. 

“What do you want to do?” 

Fedora’s face raised an unkind smile. 

“Of course I’m trying to help you, are you feeling bad right now?Hot and itchy and really 

need a man to stop the itching?See, I was so good to you, I knew you needed to get 

your man right away and brought him here for you.” 

She said with a sudden chill to her brow, directing four bodyguards. 

“What are you guys waiting for?Get over there yet!” 

The four bodyguards immediately responded in unison, “Yes.” 

Jenny watched as they came over and turned pale. 

“Mu Hongsheng, I only thought you were just a bit of a dude before, I didn’t expect you 

to be so vicious, aren’t you afraid that if you provoke me Biden Lu will find trouble with 

you?” 

Mu Hongxin smiled proudly. 

“Jenny, how great of a contraption do you really think you are?Let me tell you, men are 

all inferior, Biden Lu is interested in you now because of your face, but if he once finds 

out you’re a played out broken shoe, he won’t care about you. 



As for me, I am the daughter of the Mu family, I want face value, I want a family 

background, as long as I am a smart male. 

People will know how they should choose, do you think Biden Lu will then want this 

broken shoe of yours, or will he want me, the Mu family’s thousand gold?” 

Jenny Jing’s face sank. 

Originally, she thought that Fedora was just trying to help Clara out, but she didn’t 

expect that she was simply a drunkard, and had hit on Biden Lu’s idea from the start. 

Her heart couldn’t help but sink hard. 

Fedora coldly said, “Okay, I’m not going to talk to you anymore!If you cooperate nicely, 

you’ll still suffer less, or I won’t be responsible for any fallout.” 

She said, and instructed the four bodyguards, “I’ll leave this place to you, remember 

what I want.” 

“Yes.” 

Fedora turned around and walked out. 

The compartment door was closed again. 

Jenny Jing looked at the four burly men in front of him and took two pale steps 

backwards. 

“Think about it carefully, I’m Biden Lu’s woman, if you guys touch me, can you afford the 

consequences?” 

The man at the head of the group laughed hideously. 

“C’mon! You’re Lu Jing-Shen’s woman, and I’m his father! Guys, hold her down for me, 

I’ll have a good time and then you guys can take it from there.” 

“Good r!ddance Tiger!” 



A few men obscenely stepped forward, and Jenny took advantage of the situation to 

pull out of the way. 

“b*tch, still trying to run!” 

A man y@nked her back and sl@mmed her down on the couch. 

Immediately afterward, the sound of cloth te@ring rang out, and Jenny scre@med and 

struggled desper@tely, however, both hands and feet were quickly pressed down. 

A woman, even if she has some sk!lls, she is powerless at the moment due to the drug, 

so how could she be a m@tch for four men? 

She could only grit her teeth hard to stay awake while she took advantage of the other’s 

surprise and bit up. 

“Ah-!” 

The man who was about to r!p her cl0thes off violently covered his ears and backed 

away as the scream rang out. 

In the next second, “Pop!” 

A loud slap landed, and Jenny only felt dizzy and her ears perked up. 

Just hear the man’s angry shouting. 

“Shit! If you dare to bite me, I won’t name you Tiger if I don’t k!ll you today!” 

Hearing his words, Jenny only felt a chill down his spine and struggled even more, just at 

that moment, her entire bl0use was torn, revealing a small pink dress. 

The man pounced with a sardonic smile. 

“This woman looks dry and shriveled, but I didn’t realize she had such a great body, 

guys, we’re in luck tonight.” 



Jenny eventually couldn’t hold back the fear in her heart and cried. 

She yelled in disgust as she struggled, “Don’t touch me! Get your d!rty hands off me and 

get out!” 

“b*tch, don’t be so quick to curse now, you might even thank your brothers when you’re 

cool later!” 

“That’s right, my brother is so good at it that he will definitely serve you to death in the 

valley owes the immortal valley.” 

“Hahahahahahaha…” 

…….. 

On the other side, the car. 

Since Biden Lu received the call, his entire face was gloomy, so cold that it seemed as if 

it could freeze. 

He instructed Summers to drive the car as fast as he could, while making the call. 

“Hey, immediately send some people to Pearl River International Room 8828, be sure to 

secure her personal safety first!” 

“Find out who did this to her tonight!” 

“Pearl River International is the property of the Mugs, right? Tell them to send someone 

to room 8828 right away and tell them that if a single hair is missing from her body, I 

want their entire Mu family to be buried with her!” 

Only after a few calls were made did Biden Lu put away his phone and took a deep 

breath. 

With an icy tone, he asked Vicky, “How much longer?” 

 


